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Left: Single panel flood wall.

this scalable invention affordable. For increased flood
heights the panel is thickened and more and larger
post tensioning rods are added. This is a nominal
increase in the cost of the floodwall.
For example, a 10 long x 9 tall x 1ft wide (3 x 2.7
x 0.3m) flood panel with voids to lower weight that
rises 5ft (1.5m) above grade with 4ft (1.2m) kept
underground weighs 10,000lbs (4.5 tonnes). A much
larger flood wall rising 12.5ft (3.8m) above grade
with 6ft (1.8m) cantilever draft (15 long x 18.5 tall x
1.5ft wide solid (4.6 x 5.6 x 0.5m) weighs 62,000lbs
(28 tonnes). At around US$100/yd3 this is a material
increase cost of around $1300. If the floodwall is
fabricated and assembled close to the site freight and
storage costs are reduced.

Movable barrier
concrete floodwall
Due to the destructive combination of more frequent hurricanes and tropical storms, sea level rise and
extreme rain events large-scale flood control has become a worldwide problem to solve. Therefore,
a substantial flood control system that appears when needed, works then disappears after the flood
would be optimal.
Rick Adler, RSA Protective Technologies, Claremont, California, USA
Today news reports of loss of life and property damage
due to flooding is almost a weekly/monthly occurrence
where just a few years ago the frequency of major floods
was more protracted. Walling up rivers and shorelines is
impractical, environmentally damaging and counter to
people’s aesthetics.
RSA Protective Technologies has developed a
permanently mounted concrete Movable Barrier Floodwall
System (MBFS) that rises out of the ground in minutes, can
prevent flooding from a Category 5 hurricane and then
after the event is retracted back into its concrete housing.
The invention combines a series of stackable match
casted 6000psi (414 bar) post-tensioned concrete blocks
through custom made moulds that become the floodwall
panel. Each successive block uses the properties of this
formable material to shape the engineered designed flat

Top and above: CAD images of installed flood barriers.
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and circular horizontal and vertical voids, indents
and notches. In addition, series of threaded inserts
are strategically placed inside the mould to allow
for mounting functional elements to the panel
without drilling or spalling the structure.
To strengthen the panel, steel rods with threaded
ends are pushed through the match cast vertical
voids and then post tensioned. Threaded inserts
placed along the top of the panel allow for easy
connection of a steel plate as a drive over top.
Series of custom fabricated elements including
vertical and horizontal rubber gasket seals, stainless
steel rub strips, contact rollers, machined swing out
support legs to hold the flood wall in its up position
completes the flood wall panel. Approximately 97%
of the floodwall is concrete.
The underground foundation is a cast in place
design using standard concrete forms to co-ordinate
with the moving panel. A percentage of the panel when
raised remains underground as a draft cantilever aiding in
the hold back force of the flood. Calculations of the soil,
floodwall and foundation are made using
FEMA’s criteria loading for hydrostatic,
hydrodynamic, impact, wind and wave
action.
If an analysis of the sub-surface
mounting soil shows poor ground
strength, additional structural concrete
supports are cast below the foundation.
Base heals or toes can be added to the
foundation. If further needed pile caps
with drilled straight or batter piles, sheet
pile or rock anchors tie the structure
firmly into the ground. Currently RSA
has calculated designs of the floodwall
projecting 3–20ft (0.9–6m) above grade.
The relative low cost of concrete makes

Below: Movable barrier floodwall system.

To move the panel an electric winch motor with double
drum and sheaves whose wire ropes terminate to the back
inside of the foundation wall produces a single purchase
mechanical design that requires the motor to lift only half

Right: Scope of uses for the MBFS.
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Feature title

Left: Concrete
foundation.
Below: Multiple
MBFS panels.

the weight of the floodwall. Using a 500:1 ratio gear box
and moving the panel at 1in/sec. requires a 5hp motor for
the 5ft (1.5m) wall and a 20hp motor for the 12.5ft (3.8m)
above ground panel. The current design runs from 3 to
20ft (0.9–6m) flood protection height.
Using electric motors per panel allows for the
inexpensive testing of the system at any time. This feature
is unique in flood protection systems and invaluable for
owners and stakeholders to have a high level of assurance

that they are protected. The MBFS is designed for low
maintenance (change out the seals every ten years) and
has a service life of at least a hundred years as proven with
other underground mounted concrete constructs.
The overall system design includes means to change
flood wall height in the same contiguous straight line,
handle elevation changes with custom concrete end
elements, turn corners with custom shaped angled
floodwall panels and angled foundations and can handle
utility pass-throughs with a variety of above-surface
sealing elements.
The invention includes means to empty leakage into
the foundation from either the flood or dry side using a
38
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bottom mounted sparger pipe connected to an internal
plumbing/pump system that discharges that water against
head back into the flood zone. This drainage system
does not need to tie into the facilities’ sewer system and,
if phantom power is used, is not required to tie into the
utilities’ power system.
Applications for the MBFS include uses for municipalities,
federal projects, private housing, levees, utilities,
airports, commercial properties, shorelines, etc. A welldesigned concrete, correctly placed with due
consideration to achieving sufficient cover
to the ferrous reinforcing steel, is perfectly
capable of resisting the effects of seawater
in many marine situations. However, in
some circumstances the environment is very
aggressive and additional protective measures
are necessary to maintain the integrity of the
concrete and thus prevent the reinforcement
from corroding in the long term. These may be
in the form of coatings, specialist admixtures,
use of stainless steel in vulnerable areas,
implementation of a cathodic protection
system or a combination of these items. Each
situation must be assessed on its own merits.
RSA’s proprietary system, patented and patent
pending.
Below: Variety of configurations.
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